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Deep Imbalanced Classification
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Figure source: Yu-Xiong Wang, et al. Learning to model the tail. NeurIPS 2017 Figure source: Qi Dong, et al. Class Rectification Hard Mining
for Imbalanced Deep Learning. ICCV 2017

▸Most of the data belongs to a small number of classes (or long-tailed).



Deep Imbalanced Regression
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Figure source: Yuzhe Yang, et al. Delving into Deep Imbalanced Regression. ICML 2021

Health metrics
▸Heart rate, blood pressure, etc.

Age estimation



Deep Imbalanced Regression
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Figure source: Yuzhe Yang, et al. Delving into Deep Imbalanced Regression. ICML 2021

▸Target 𝑦: continuous and potentially infinite

▸Some targets may have zero samples

▸Relationship between targets: ordering



Deep Imbalanced Regression
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▸Training set: 𝐱!, 𝑦! !"#
$

▸𝐱 ∈ ℝ% is the input

▸𝑦 ∈ ℝ is the continuous target label

▸𝐳 = 𝑓(𝐱; 𝜃) is the feature for 𝐱, parameterized by deep neural networks



Inductive Bias: Similarity Ordering
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1 21 25 70

Similarity (        ,      )  >  Similarity (        ,      ) 

▸21-year-old adult is more similar to 25-year-old adult, than 70-year-old man.



Inductive Bias: Similarity Ordering
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▸Data that are closer in label space are also closer in feature space.

1 21 25 70

▸𝜎(∗, )∗ denotes a similarity function

▸𝜎 𝐳&#, 𝐳&' > 𝜎 𝐳&#, 𝐳()



Inductive Bias: Similarity Ordering
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1 21 25 70
▸𝜎 𝐳#, 𝐳&# > 𝜎 𝐳#, 𝐳&' > 𝜎 𝐳#, 𝐳()

▸𝜎 𝐳&#, 𝐳&' > 𝜎 𝐳&#, 𝐳# > 𝜎 𝐳&#, 𝐳()

▸𝜎 𝐳&', 𝐳&# > 𝜎 𝐳&', 𝐳# > 𝜎 𝐳&', 𝐳()

▸𝜎 𝐳(), 𝐳&' > 𝜎 𝐳(), 𝐳&# > 𝜎(𝐳(), 𝐳#)



Method
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1 21 25 70
Pairwise Similarity Matrix

S
y
i,j = !y(yi, yj)

Label Similarity Matrix (ground-truth)

Feature Similarity Matrix (learnable)

Sz

i,j = !z(zi, zj)



Method
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1 21 25 70 rank (                     ) 

rank (                     ) 

[1, 2, 3, 4]

[1, 3, 4, 2]



Method
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▸

▸Ranking function:

▸For a given input sample,                    encourages the sorted list of its neighbors in label 

space to match the sorted list of its neighbors in feature space.



Method
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gradients

▸We recast the ranking as the minimizer of a linear combinatorial objective [1, 2].

[1] Rolínek, M., Musil, V., Paulus, A., Vlastelica, M., Michaelis, C., and Martius, G. Optimizing rank-based metrics with blackbox differentiation. CVPR 2020.
[2] Vlastelica, M., Paulus, A., Musil, V., Martius, G., and Rol´ınek, M. Differentiation of blackbox combinatorial solvers. ICLR 2020.

Lobjective = Lregression + !LRankSim▸

▸Two hyperparameters are introduced:

▸ Interpolation strength of differential ranking 𝜆
▸Balancing weightLobjective = Lregression + !LRankSim



IMDB-WIKI-DIR 
Age Estimation
191,509 imbalanced training samples

11022 balanced validation samples

11022 balanced test samples

Benchmarks
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Figure source: Yuzhe Yang, et al. Delving into Deep Imbalanced Regression. ICML 2021

AgeDB-DIR 
Age Estimation
12,208 imbalanced training samples

2140 balanced validation samples

2140 balanced test samples

STS-B-DIR 
Text Similarity Score Estimation
5249 imbalanced training samples

1000 balanced validation samples

1000 balanced test samples



▸Focal-R [1]: regression variant of Focal loss

▸RRT [2]: two-stage training

▸SQINV / INV [3]: re-weighting

▸LDS / FDS [3]: label and feature smoothing

Baselines

14[1] Lin, T.-Y., Goyal, P., Girshick, R., He, K., and Dollar, P. Focal loss for dense object detection. ICCV 2017.
[2] Yang, Y., Zha, K., Chen, Y.-C., Wang, H., and Katabi, D. Delving into deep imbalanced regression. ICML 2021.
[3] Kang, B., Xie, S., Rohrbach, M., Yan, Z., Gordo, A., Feng, J., and Kalantidis, Y. Decoupling representation and classifier for long-tailed recognition. ICLR 2020.



▸Mean squared Error (MSE)

▸Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

▸Geometric Mean (GM):

Metrics
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▸Many-shot: labels with > 100 training samples

▸Medium-shot: labels with 20 to 100 training samples

▸Few-shot: labels with < 20 training samples
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IMDB-WIKI-DIR 
▸Age Estimation

▸MSE, lower is better

▸GM, lower is better

Results
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AgeDB-DIR 
▸Age Estimation

▸MSE, lower is better

▸GM, lower is better

Results
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STS-B-DIR 
▸Text Similarity Score Estimation

▸MSE, lower is better

▸Pearson correlation, higher is better

Results



Feature Visualization
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Average feature-space ranking matrices
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▸Label-space and feature-space rankings tend to be consistent when training with balanced data



Zero-shot Regression
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▸RankSim significantly outperforms state-of-the-art in the zero-shot region.



▸A novel regularizer RankSim (data that are closer in label space also 

closer in the feature space) capturing both nearby & distant relationships.

▸New state-of-the-art results on three benchmarks.

▸Complementary to conventional imbalanced learning methods.

Conclusion
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Code and pretrained weights

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.15236.pdf
Thank you


